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Successful Learning Takes Place Over Time 

It’s rare for anyone to be completely comfortable with something they learn for the 
first time. This could be a new piece of music, dance move, language or chemistry. 
We all have to practice. In most instances, the aim is to be at your optimum on the 
day it matters, e.g. the performance, race or exam. Everything leading up to this 
point is part of the process of improving. It’s about the long-term rather than the 
short-term, which also means there are no quick fixes. During this period, it’s okay 
to make mistakes; it’s okay to feel frustrated. What matters is what you do about it.

Space out your learning on a subject

Spacing out your learning over time is far more effective than last-minute 
cramming. This is based on research into how we forget and how we remember. 
The speed at which we forget something will depend on many factors such as the 
difficulty of the material, how meaningful it was to us, how we learned it and how 
frequently we relearn or remember it. The last factor tells us that when we learn 
something for the first time, we need to review it quickly afterwards. The more 
times we force ourselves to remember something, the longer the gap between 
reviews, which the diagram below illustrates nicely. The Leitner system and Cornell 
Notes mentioned earlier provides a wonderful way of achieving this, but the 
principle applies to all of the learning strategies mentioned in this booklet.

How to learn over time



List It 
This is a simple free recall task that is very versatile. It can feel challenging, but this is a good thing, and it provides clear feedback on what you 
do and don’t know. Choose a topic, set yourself a time limit and… 
• List as many keywords as you can 
• List as many facts as you can 
• List as many key events/quotes/individuals as you can 
• List as many causes of X as you can 
• List as many consequences of Y as you can

Flashcards

Flashcards have the potential to be a powerful learning aid. However, how successful this is will depend on the thought you put into making 
them in the first place and then how they’re used. It’s very important to remember that they’re for testing, not summarising.

Mapping 

Mapping is a brilliant way of organising and learning information, demonstrated on various pages in this booklet. It helps you break down 
complex information, memorise it, and see the connections between different ideas. 

Self-testing

Research has shown that every time you bring a memory to mind, you strengthen it. And the more challenging you make this retrieval, the 
greater the benefit. Self-testing improves the recall of information, transfer of knowledge and making inferences between information. Equally, 
there are many indirect effects, such as a greater appreciation of what you do and don’t know, which helps you plan your next steps.

Revision Strategies



Do: Don’t:
✓ …make flashcards quickly.

✓ …put a single piece of information of 
each flashcard.

✓ …sort your flashcards according to 
your confidence with them (see 

below).
✓ …test yourself on the flashcards 

from memory.

X …spend more time making 

flashcards than actually using them.

X …put lots of information onto each 
flashcard.

X …revise the flashcards in the same 

order every time that you use them.
X …only read through flashcards.

1861

Pasteur published 

his paper about 

germ theory.

groynes

A low wall on the 

coastline which 

slows longshore drift

osmosis

Net movement of water 
from a  high 

concentration to low 

concentration across a  
partially permeable 

membrane

Where is the 

pharmacy?

Où est la 

pharmacie?

How to make flashcards:

• You can by a set of flashcards or use a free website such as Quizlet.
• Find the information you want to put onto flashcards using your existing revision 
resources (e.g. a knowledge organiser).
•Fold a piece of A4 paper into 10.
•Write the questions on the top half of the paper.
•Write the answers on the bottom half of the paper.
•Cut the paper along the dotted lines shown here.
•Fold the strips of paper so that the writing is on either side.

Flashcards
Flashcards are small sheets of paper or card with matching pieces of information on either side. They are a useful tool for learning facts and allow you to quickly check whether you have 
remembered something correctly.

When making and using flashcards:



How to use flashcards:

1. Test yourself using the flashcards.

2. As you test yourself, sort the flashcards into up to five piles according to how confident you are with the content.

3. Put the piles into numbered envelopes (1-5).

4. Test yourself on the different piles on different days (see below):

5. As you test yourself on the different piles, move the cards into different piles as you become more confident.

Pile 1

I have absolutely 
no idea!

Pile 2 Pile 3 Pile 4 Pile 5

I know this off by 
heart.

Practise every day. Practise every other day. Practise every three 

days.

Practise every four days. Practise every five days.

More confident

1 53 42 1 53 42

0Over time

Useful resources:

www.quizlet.com – This free website allows you to quickly create flashcards which you can print, use on a computer, or use on your phone.

http://www.quizlet.com


Mapping



ENGLISH Year 8 Unit 1: Power and 
Corruption Literary and Linguistic terminology:

Allegory – a story within a story.

Fable - a short story that has morals or teaches you 

a lesson.

Rhetoric – A form of persuasion.

Hyperbole  - exaggeration.

Dystopia – an imagined world where there is 

injustice and great suffering.

Utopia – an imagined world that is ideal and 

perfect.

Symbolism – when an image stands for or 

represents something else.

Statement – a definite or clear expression of 

something.

Question – A sentence worded to get information.

Command – an order or demand.

Exclamation  - a sudden cry or remark expressing 

surprise, strong emotion, or pain

Key vocabulary:

Propaganda - information, especially of a 

misleading nature, used to promote a political 

cause or point of view.

Corruption – dishonest behaviour or conduct by 

those in power.

Tyranny - cruel and oppressive rule.

Rebellion - an act of armed resistance to an 

established government or leader.

Resistance  - the refusal to accept or comply with

something.

Manipulation – behaviour used to influence or 

control others.

Oppression – prolonged cruel or unjust

treatment of a certain group of people.

Hierarchy - a system of ranking within society.

Core text: Animal Farm 
by George Orwell

‘Animal Farm’ context:

Democracy – In a democracy 
(form of government), people 
have a say in how things are 
run.

Totalitarianism – A system of 
government that is run by a 
dictator and requires total 
obedience by the people.

Russian Revolution - The 
Russian Revolution took 
place in 1917 when the 
peasants and working class 
people of Russia revolted 
against the government of 
Tsar Nicholas II.



ENGLISH Year 8 Unit 1: Power and Corruption 



Year 8 English



Key knowledge: 

Angle is a measure of turn.

Angles are labelled using three letters.

𝐴 𝐵𝐶

Types of angle:

Angles at a point: Sum to 360°

Angles on a straight line: Sum to 180°

A + B + C = 360°

A + B = 180°

Protractor: The tool used to measure 
angles.

When using a protractor:
- The vertex of the angle must be in the 

centre of the protractor
- The zero line on the protractor must be 

on one of the lines the angle is 

between. 

Maths Measuring and drawing angles



Data: Information collected on a subject to be analysed.

Types of data:
Qualitative: Data on qualit ies, recorded as words.

Quantitative: Data recorded as numerical values.

Discrete: Quantitative data that can only take certain values.

Continuous: Quantitative data that can take any value.

Frequency: Number of t imes a quality or value is observed in 
a data set

Pictogram: Data presentation using an image to represent 

frequency.
Line graph: Shows how a value changes 
over t ime. Points are joined with straight 
lines.

How many people walk to school?
 8 people walk to school. 

Pie Chart: Data presentation where 
frequencies are shown in proport ion to 
the total frequency as fract ions of a 
circle.

Calculating angles 
for a pie chart:
- Total angle = 360°

Maths 

Bar chart: Data presentat ion using 

heights of bars to represent 
frequency.

Interpreting and comparing data



Maths Scatter graphs and averages



1. Chemical Reactions
Atoms are rearranged in a  
chemical reaction. 
The substances that:
- react together are ca lled the reactants
- are formed in the reaction are ca lled the products
The atoms in a compound are chemically joined together by s trong 
forces called bonds.  This  is  why the properties  of a  compound are 
di fferent from the elements  i t contains . A word equation shows  the 
names  of each substance involved in a reaction, and must not 
include chemical symbols. 

4. Incomplete combustion 
Incomplete combustion i s  another form of combustion which 
occurs  where there is a  lack of oxygen. Water vapour and carbon 
dioxide are still produced, but two other products are a lso 
produced:
carbon monoxide, CO, a  colourless toxic gas and particles of carbon, 
which appear as soot and smoke, and which cause breathing 
problems. 
The general equation i s :
Fuel  → carbon monoxide + water + carbon (soot)
 

6. Thermal Decomposition
Some compounds break down when heated, forming two or more 
products  from one reactant. This type of reaction is ca lled thermal 
decomposition.
Many metal  carbonates can take part in thermal decomposition 
reactions. Metal carbonates undergo thermal decomposition to 
produce metal oxides and carbon dioxide. 
Thermal decomposition is an example of an endothermic reaction, a 
reaction that gains energy from the surroundings.

2. Chemical Equations
A balanced equation gives more information about a  chemical 

reaction because i t includes the symbols and formulae of the 
substances involved. There are two steps in writing a balanced 
equation: 1. replace the name of each substance with i ts symbol or 
formula  2. Use numbers to ensure the number of each element i s 
equal on both s ides. 
For example: Copper + Oxygen → Copper Oxide

Cu + O2 → CuO 
Cu + O2 → 2CuO

2Cu + O2 → 2CuO

3. Combustion 
Combustion i s  the scientific term for burning. There are 3 things 
that are needed for a  fire: oxygen, fuel and heat. These things form 
the fi re triangle. If you remove anyone of these the fi re will not s tart 

or go out. Complete combustion 
occurs  when there i s good 

supply of oxygen. The 
general equation is:
Fuel  + oxygen → carbon
 dioxide + water

7. Exothermic Reactions
An exothermic reaction is one where energy is released to the 
surroundings shown as a  temperature increase of the surroundings.

This  means that the
reactants produce
both heat energy and
products in the 
reaction. The energy 
level diagram shows 
the lower energy in 
the products . 

8. Endothermic Reactions
An endothermic reaction is one where energy is absorbed from the 
surroundings shown as a  temperature decrease in the surroundings. 
. 

This  means that the
reactants combined

with heat energy 
produce products in the 
reaction. The  energy 
level diagram shows 
the higher energy in 

the products . 

5. Oxidation
Combustion is an example of a  type of reaction ca lled oxidation. In 
an oxidation reaction, a  substance ga ins oxygen. 
Metals react with oxygen in the a ir to produce metal oxides. Metal 

oxides are bases they react with acids and neutralise them. Some 
metal  oxides dissolve in water to produce alkaline solutions. 

Non-metals react with oxygen in the air to produce non-metal 
oxides. Non-metal oxides are acids.
 

KS3 Science
Chemical Reactions

(more oxygen needed on right)

(more copper needed on left)

Balanced



1. Forces
A force i s  a  push or a  pull that changes the

shape, speed or direction of an object.
You cannot see forces but you can see the
effects  of them.

The unit of force is the Newton (N) named after Sir Isaac Newton. He came 
up with many theories including those to do with gravity and the three 
laws of motion. We measure force using a piece of equipment called a 
Newton  metre.

4. Unbalanced Forces
If the forces are unbalanced on an object

there are two things that could  happen:
1. If the object is stationary then it will move in the 

direction of the
resultant force

2. If the object is moving, then the object will speed up or slow down 
in the direction of  the resultant force

 

6. Distance Time Graphs
In a  distance-time graph,

the gradient of the line is
equal to the speed of the
object. The greater the
gradient (and the s teeper
the l ine) the faster the object i s moving.

You can ca lculate the speed of an object by ca lculating the gradient 
of the l ine (distance travelled / time taken). The speed of the object 
shown by the green l ine is 8m/4s  = 2m/s . Is the purple line travelling 
faster or s lower?

2. Types of Force
Forces  can be divided into two types: contact and non-contact.

1. Contact forces for example friction, are caused when two 

objects are in contact.
2. Other forces for example gravity, are non contact forces. The two 

objects do not need to be in contact for the force to occur.

Examples of forces include push, pull, friction, air resistance, water 

resistance, thrust, upthrust, reaction, weight, magnetism,  gravity, lift 
and tension.

3. Balanced Forces
When we ta lk about the total force acting on object we call this the resultant 
force. When the forces acting in opposite directions are the same magnitude 
(size) we say the forces are balanced.
This means one of two things:

1. The object is stationary (not moving)
2. The object is moving at a constant speed

7. Reducing forces for the better
Friction opposes the direction of motion,
making it more difficult to move.

This can be helpful:
• Your shoes and the floor to stop you slipping

• Tyres and the road to prevent skidding
• Brakes and the wheel to slow you down
This can be unhelpful:
If you do not lubricate your bike chain using oils, friction between the chain 

and the axles make it difficult to pedal.

Like friction, air resistance and water resistance forces can also be reduced. 
This is known as streamlining. 

8. Investigating Forces
Scientific Question: Does  wing length affect the time taken to land?

Conclusion: The longer the wings,
                       the greater the force of a ir resistance.
 

5. Speed, Distance and Time
How do you find the average speed of an object?
1) Measure the distance travelled
2) Measure the time taken to travel that distance 

Average speed = distance / time

Worked example:
Q) A car travels  2 km in 100 s .
Calculate its average speed.
          2 km = 2000 m
          2000 m / 100 s  = 20 m/s

KS3 Science
Forces and Motion

Floating duck
Submarine at constant

speed and depth

Hot air balloon rising

For example, the 
vertical resultant 
force acting on the 
duck is 5N-5N=0N

5N

5N

100N - 60N
= 40N (to the right)

D

S Tx

Independent variable:
wing length (cm)
Dependent variable:
time taken to land (seconds)
Control variable:
height dropped from (cm)
mass of helicopter (g)



1. Water waves
If you throw a  pebble into a  pond, ripples spread out 
from where i t went in. These ripples are waves 
travel ling through the water. The waves move with a  
transverse motion. The undulations (up and down 
movement) are at 90° to the direction of travel.

For example, i f you s tand s till in the sea, the water 
ri ses and falls as the waves move past you .

4. Loudspeakers
Sound waves are produced by a ll vibrating objects. 
Loudspeakers work by converting electrical energy 
into kinetic energy. 
This  moves the cone 
which creates the 
sound waves.

6. Microphones
Mobi le phones and telephones contain 
microphones. These devices contain a diaphragm, 
which does a s imilar job to an ear drum. The 
vibrations in air make the diaphragm vibrate, and 
these vibrations are changed to electrical impulses. 
In the lab, the electrical impulses can be sent to an 
osci lloscope, which represents them as a  graph on a  
screen

2. Superposition
When two waves meet, they affect each other, this 
i s  ca lled superposition.

If waves  meet ‘in s tep’ they 
wil l add together, increasing 
the amplitude.

If waves  meet ‘out of s tep’ 

they subtract, cancelling 
each other out.

3. Sound waves
Sound waves are longitudinal waves - the vibrations 
are in the same direction as the direction of travel.

Sound travels fastest in a  solid. Particles can pass 
energy on quickly because they are arranged in a 
regular pattern and are tightly packed

7. Oscilloscope traces
Amplitude i s  the height of the wave from i ts resting 

pos i tion – the greater the amplitude, the louder the 
sound
Wavelength i s  the distance 
between the crests (tops) of 
two waves
Frequency i s  the number of 
waves  per second – the higher 
the frequency, the closer 
together the waves are and 
the higher the pi tch

8. Human Hearing range
The frequency of sound waves is measured in hertz, 
which has the symbol Hz. The bigger the number, 
the greater the frequency and the higher the pitch 
of the sound. Human beings can generally hear 
sounds as low as 20 Hz and as high as 20,000 Hz (20 
kHz).

5. Detecting sounds

KS3 Science
Waves 1: Sound



1. Sound and Light

Light travels at 300,000,000 m/s , much faster than 
sound, which travels at 343 m/s . This is why you 
see l ightning before you hear i t. 

3. The law of reflection
The law of reflection states that the angle of 
incidence equals the angle of reflection, i  = r. 
For example, i f the angle of reflection is 30° then the 
angle of incidence is 30°.

If a  l ight ray travel ling along the normal hi ts a mirror, 
i t i s  reflected straight back the way i t came. The 
reflection of l ight from a  flat surface such as a  mirror 
i s  ca lled specular reflection – l ight meeting the 
surface in one direction is a ll reflected in one 
direction.

5. Refraction
Light waves change speed when they pass across the 
boundary between two substances with a  
di fferent density, such as  air and glass. This causes 
them to change direction, an effect ca lledrefraction.

2. Reflection
When l ight reaches a  
mirror, i t reflects off 

the surface of the 
mirror:
the incident ray i s  the 
l ight going towards the 
mirror
the reflected ray i s  the 
l ight coming away from 
the mirror

6. Coloured light
There are three primary colours in l ight: red, green 

and blue. Light in these colours can be added 
together to make the
secondary colours 
magenta, cyan and 
yel low. 
Al l  three primary 
colours  add together 
make white light.

7. Seeing in colour
Any coloured object reflects the colour that i t is and  
absorbs the rest
Black objects absorb all colours
White objects absorb no colours and reflect a ll the 
l ight

4. Scattering
If l ight meets a  rough surface, each ray obeys the 
law of reflection. However, the different parts of the 
rough surface point in different directions, so the 
l ight i s not a ll reflected in one direction. Instead, the 
l ight i s reflected in all directions. This i s 
ca l led diffuse scattering. It explains why you can see 
a  clear image of yourself in a  shiny flat mirror, but 
not in a  dull rough wall.

KS3 Science
Waves 2: Light

Light waves Sound waves

Type of wave Transverse Longitudinal

Can they travel 
through matter 
(solids, liquids 
and gases)?

Yes  (i f transparent 

or trans lucent)
Yes

Can they travel 
through a 
vacuum?

Yes No

How are they 
detected?

Eyes , cameras Ears , microphones

Can they be 
reflected?

Yes Yes

Can they be 
refracted?

Yes Yes



The Respiratory System

The respiratory system consists of the lungs, heart and 
blood vessels. 

Aerobic Respiration

Respiration is the process of breaking down glucose 
to make energy. The energy i s used to processes 
such as: growth, repair and movement. This process 
happens in the mitochondria of cells.  Aerobic 
respiration needs oxygen in order to work. 
The equation for aerobic respiration is: 

Glucose + oxygen → water + carbon dioxide + 
(energy) 

Respiration and Exercise 

When our bodies undergo exercise several changes happen in our 
bodies. Our breathing rate increases and so does our heart rate.

Breathing rate increases in order to draw more oxygen into our bodies 
which is needed for respiration. This also removes the carbon dioxide 
which is being produced quickly through respiration. 

Our heart rate increases in order to pump oxygen around the body 
faster to the muscles. This oxygen is needed for the increase in 
respiration. The increased heart rate also waste carbon dioxide to be 
removed from the muscles and taken back the lungs to be exhaled. 

Adaptations of the Alveoli 

Alveoli are the small air sacs in the lungs are the site of gas 
exchange. There have several adaptations that make them suited 
to their function. 

Ventilation 
Ventilation is the scientific word for breathing. Breathing is a 
process that takes oxygen into the body and removes carbon 
dioxide. Breathing in is called inhalation and breathing out is 
called exhalation. 

Smoking and Respiration 

Smoking cigarettes cause damage in the lungs. Over time the alveoli 
become damaged and change shape. This reduces the surface area of 
the alveoli and reduces the amount of gas exchange that can take 
place. This causes symptoms like fatigue and shortness of breath.  

Asthma and Respiration 

Asthma is a condition that affects the bronchioles in the lungs. The 
bronchioles become inflamed and produce mucus making it harder for 
air to enter and leave the lungs. This causes shortness of breath and 
tightness in the chest. Inhalers are used as a treatment for asthma 
and they cause the bronchioles to widen allowing air flow to return to 
normal. 

Anaerobic Respiration

During intense exercise not enough oxygen can be supplied to our 
muscles. When this happens our bodies switch over to anaerobic 
respiration.
The equation for anaerobic respiration is:

Glucose → lactic acid 

The lactic acid is later broken down into carbon dioxide and water 
after the period of intense exercise is over. This process is known as 
the oxygen debt. 

KS3 Science
Respiration

• Large surface area to allow for 
maximum gas exchange

• Walls one cell thick to 
minimise the diffusion 
distance. 

• Large blood supply to ensure 
gases are transported quickly. 

• Moist walls to allows gases to 
dissolve. 



History at Broadoak: Migration



Romans
The Romans faced several rebellions. eg. Boudicca, some 
areas were never really conquered.  Many tribes worked 

with them as shown by the Hallaton Helmet.

Impact: Migration has had on Great Britian

Normans
William created the Domesday Book and taxed people 
heavily, which they resented. Many Normans took over 

Anglo-Saxons jobs and people resented this.

Huguenots
King Charles II gave them the right to become English 

citizens. Many were skilled and successful, some  were 
supported by English communities. Others faced prejudice 

and were mocked for their clothing.

Jews
Areas such as London and Manchester developed large 
Jewish communities. Although there was some support, 

many Jewish people experienced Anti – Semitism.

Windrush Generation
Although they had been invited to fill a skills shortage, 
many experienced racism on arrival. Some struggled to 

find accommodation and many skilled workers worked in 
low paid, unskilled jobs.

 NHS  Economy Carnival   Racism   Bristol     Reggae   Food

Attitudes migrants have faced

 Churches  Castles,  Language  Food     Forenames and
                                                Surnames

Social            Roads      Language       Buildings      religion      writing

Economy  Religion    Industry    Inventions    Names    Many people

Food,   many people    Clothing  Businesses   Trade Unions

Bus Boycott

History at Broadoak: Migration



Year 8 – term 1 - Geography Knowledge Organiser

1. Location

2. Misconceptions

A misconception is a commonly 

held view that is incorrect. 

There are many misconceptions 

about Africa due to how it has 

been represented in the media 

E.g. “Africa is a county” Is a 

misconception. It is actually a 

continent with 54 countries. Can 

you think of more 

misconceptions and correct 

them?

Indicator Meaning Explanation

Life Expectancy The average number of 

years a person is expected 

to live

Tells us about the 

healthcare and 

quality of life in a 

country

Literacy rate The percentage of adults 

who can read and write

Tells about education 

in a country

Birth rate The number of births per 

1000 of the population

Tells us about the 

healthcare and 

quality of life in a 

country

Death rate The number of people 

dying per 1000 of the 

population

Infant mortality 

rate

Number of children dying 

before the age of 5

Tells us about 

healthcare in a 

country

GNI (Gross 

National 

Income)

GNI is the total amount of 

money earned by a 

nation's people and 

businesses

Tells us about the 

economic 

development of a 

country

Human 

Development 

Index

HDI – a figure between 0-1 

that designates the 

development of country 

accounting for life 

expectancy, levels of 

education and GNI 

Combines both social 

and economic 

measures to give a 

more holistic view of 

Quality of Life in a 

country. 

4. How does development 

vary in Africa?

Development varies in Africa

HICS – South Africa, Algeria

NEEs – Nigeria, Rwanda

LICs – Sudan, Chad

3. Development Indicators

5. How has colonisation impacted development in Africa?

The ‘Scramble for Africa’ happened between 1880 and 

1914. European countries raced to colonise countries within 

Africa in order to exploit their natural resources. Most 

gained independence following WW2. However, 

Colonisation impacted development. This is because, 

following independence there was sometimes conflict and 

corruption, which prevented some countries developing. 

Can you describe Africa’s location 

in relation to other continents and 

oceans? E.g. Africa is to the south 

of Europe and to the east of the 

Atlantic Ocean

Label the lines of latitude and Longitude on the 

map:

The equator runs through the centre

The Tropic of Cancer runs through the north

The Tropic of Capricorn runs through the south

The Prime Meridian runs through the west.







Y8 & 9 Spanish 1. The Present Tense
normalmente normally
generalmente usually
a veces                sometimes

Step 1: Take the infinitive of the verb (AR/ER/IR)

Step 2: Chop off the ending (AR/ER/IR)

Step 3: Add the correct ending:

Super Five Irregular Verbs:
There are some verbs that don’t follow this
pattern. The 4 most important irregular verbs are 
on this sheet (TENER, IR, SER, and HACER).

2. The (Near) Future Tense
la semana próxima              next week
el fin de semana próximo  next weekend
mañana                                tomorrow
el año próximo                   next year

Step 1: Take the present tense of the verb ‘ir’ (to go)
ir: to go

(yo) Voy I go/am going
(tú) Vas You go/are going (s.)
(el/ella) Va He/she/one goes/is going
(nosotros) Vamos We go/are going
(vosotros) Vais You go/are going (p.)
(ellos/ellas) Van They go/are going

Step 2: Add the presposition ‘a’ 
Step 3: Add an infinitive (the thing you’re going to do).

e.g. I’m going to play
Voy a jugar

3. The Preterite (Past) Tense
la semana pasada         last week
el fin de semana pasado last weekend
ayer                                 yesterday
el año pasado                last year

Regular Verbs: 

Step 1: Take the infinitive of the verb (AR/ER/IR)

Step 2: Chop off the ending (AR/ER/IR)

Step 3: Add the correct ending:

Ser – to be 

(yo) Soy I am

(tu)  Eres You are (s.)

(él/ella) Es He/she/ is

(nosotros) Somos We are

(vosotros) Sois You are (p.)

(ellos/ellas) Son They are

Hacer – to do/make

(yo) Hago I do/make

(tu) Haces You do/make (s.)

(él/ella) Hace He/she/ does/makes

(nosotros) Hacemos We do/make

(vosotros) Hacéis You do/make (p.)

(ellos/ellas) Hacen They do/make

6. Awesome Spanish Things to Say

¡No puedo esperar! I can’t wait for it!

Por lo que sé As far as I know

Que yo sepa As far as I know

el último / la última… the last/latest…

Es mi (tipo de) cosa… It’s my (kind of) thing

No es mi (tipo de) cosa…        It’s not my (kind of) thing

Mientras estaba viendo while I am watching TV 
Mientras estaba escuchando / escucho la música     

while I am listening/I listen to music 
Mientras estaba haciendo / hago los deberes      

while I am doing / I do homework
NFO 2021

Pronouns AR verbs ER verbs IR verbs

Yo o o o

Tú as es es

El/Ella a e e

Nosotros amos emos imos

Vosotros áis éis ís

Ellos/Ellas an en en

Pronouns AR verbs ER/IR verbs
Yo (I) é í
Tú (You s.) aste iste
El/Ella (He/She) ó ió
Nosotros (We) amos imos
Vosotros (You pl.) asteis isteis
Ellos/Ellas (They) aron ieron

Tener: to have

(yo) Tengo I have

(tu) Tienes You have (s.)

(él/ella) Tiene He/she/one has

(nosotros) Tenemos We have

(vosotros) Tenéis You have (p.)

(ellos/ellas) Tienen They have



¿Te gusta….?
Do you like…?

OPINION NOUN JUSTIFICATION INTENSIFIERS ADJECTIVES

Prefiero
I prefer

Me encanta(n)
I love

Me gusta(n)
I like

No me gusta(n)
I don’t like

Odio
I hate

En mi opinión
In my opinion

Pienso que
I think that

porque es
because it is

porque son
because they are

muy
very

bastante
quite

un poco
a bit

demasiado
too

sabroso / rico (tasty)

delicioso (delicious)

sano (healthy)

malsano (unhealthy)

terrible (awful)

asqueroso (disgusting)

picante (spicy)

dulce (sweet)

amargo (bitter)

salado (salty)

grasiento (greasy)

bueno para la salud
(good for your health)

malo para la salud
(bad for your health)

REMEMBER TO MAKE THE 
ADJECTIVES AGREE WITH 

THE NOUN -o/-a/-os/-as

el pan (bread)
el pescado (fish)
el queso (cheese)
la mantequilla (butter)

la leche (milk)
el café (coffee)
el té (tea)
la cola (Coke)
el azúcar (sugar)
el jamón (ham)
el chocolate caliente 

(hot chocolate)
la manzana (apple)
la carne (meat)
la mermelada (jam)
el helado (ice-cream)
las judías verdes 

(green beans)
las verduras 

(vegetables)
las patatas fritas (chips)

las papas (crisps)
las espinacas (spinach)

el huevo (egg)
el agua (wáter)

Food and Drink
SPANISH

€
¿Cuándo comes? When do you eat?
El desayuno Breakfast
La comida Lunch
La merienda Snack
La cena Evening meal/tea
Desayunar To eat breakfast
Comer To eat lunch
Merendar To snack
Cenar To eat dinner

EN EL RESTAURANTE IN THE RESTAURANT
¿Qué quieres comer? What do you want to eat?
De primer plato For the starter
De segundo plato For the main
De postre For dessert
Quisiera I would like
Para mí For me
Para beber To drink
Para comer To eat
Una ración de... A portion of...
Camarero/a Waiter/waitress
¿Tienes...? Do you have...?
La cuenta, por favor The bill, please
La propina The tip

EN EL MERCADO / 

SUPERMERCADO
IN THE MARKET / 

SUPERMARKET
¿ Te gustaría…? Would you like…?
Un paquete de A packet of
Un litro de A litre of
Un kilo de A kilo of
Un medio kilo de Half a kilo of
Una botella de A bottle of 

¿Cuánto cuesta? How much?
diez 10
veinte 20
veintiuno 21
treinta 30
treinta y uno 31
cuarenta 40
cincuenta 50
sesenta 60
setenta 70
ochenta 80
noventa 90
cien 100
dos cientos 200
quinientos 500
Euros Euros
Libras Pounds



Y8 & 9 French1. The Present Tense
Normalement normally
D’habitude usually
Quelquefois sometimes

Step 1: Take the infinitive of the verb (ER/IR/RE)

Step 2: Chop off the ending (ER/IR/RE)

Step 3: Add the correct ending:

Super Five Irregular Verbs:
There are verbs that don’t follow this pattern. 
The 4 most important irregular verbs are on this
sheet (ÊTRE, AVOIR, ALLER, and FAIRE).

2. The (Near) Future Tense
La semaine prochaine        next week
Le weekend prochain         next weekend
Demain                                 tomorrow
L’année prochaine              next year

Step 1: Take the present tense of the verb ‘ALLER’ (to 
go)

ALLER: to go
Je vais I go/am going
Tu vas You go/are going (s.)
Il/Elle/On va He/she/one goes/is going
Nous allons We go/are going
Vous allez You go/are going (p.)
Ils/Elles vont They go/are going

Step 2: Add an infinitive (the thing you’re going to do).

e.g. I’m going to play
Je vais jouer

3. The Preterite (Past) Tense
La semaine dernière      next week
Le weekend dernier       next weekend
L’année dernière next year

Perfect Tense verbs with ‘AVOIR’: 
Step 1: Take the present tense of the verb avoir 
For some verbs you need to use the verb être
(MRS VANDERTRAMP)

AVOIR: to have
J’ai I have

Tu as You have
Il/elle/on a He/she/one has

Nous avons We have
Vous avez You have
Ils/elles ont They have

Step 2: Add the past participle (see rules below)
Take the infinitive – chop off the ER + add é
Take the infinitive – chop off the IR + add i
Take the infinitive – chop off the RE + add u

ÊTRE – to be

Je suis I am

tu es You are (s)

il/elle/on est He/she/one is

nous sommes      we are

vous êtes you are

ils/elles sont they are (m)

FAIRE – to do/make

Je fais I do

tu fais You do (s)

il/elle/on fait He/she/one does

nous faisons we do

vous faites you do (pl)

ils/elles font they do (m)

Awesome French Things to Say

j’en ai hâte! I can’t wait for it!

Que je sache As far as I know

les derniers/dernières… the latest…

C’est mon truc It’s my (kind of) thing

Ce n’est pas mon truc       It’s not my (kind of) thing

en regardant la télé                  while watching TV 
en écoutant de la musique     while listening to music 
en faisant des devoirs             while doing homework 

NFO 2021

Pronouns ER verbs IR verbs RE verbs

Je e is s

Tu es is s

Il/Elle/On e it -

Nous ons issons ons

Vous ez issez ez

Ils/Elles ent issent ent

Common Past Tense Verbs with ÊTRE

Je suis allé (e)                    I went
Nous sommes allé(e)s     We went

Je suis resté (e)                 I stayed
Nous sommes resté(e)s   We stayed

Opinions
C’est – it’s
C’était – it was
Ce sera – it will be



Est-ce que tu aimes... ?
Do you like…?

OPINION NOUN JUSTIFICATION INTENSIFIERS ADJECTIVES

Je préfère
I prefer

J’adore
I love

J’aime
I like

Je n’aime pas
I don’t like

Je déteste
I hate

À mon avis
In my opinion

Je pense que
I think that

parce que c’est
because it is

très
very

assez
quite

un peu
a bit

trop
too

agréable (pleasant)

délicieux/euse (delicious)

fantastique (fantastic)

savoureux/euse (tasty)

sain/e (healthy)

horrible (horrible)

terrible (awful)

doux/douce (sweet)

aigre (sour)

dégoûtant/e (disgusting)

épicé/e (spicy)

salé (salty)

gras/se (fatty)

bon/ne pour la santé 
(good for your health)

mauvais/e pour la santé
(bad for your health)

REMEMBER TO MAKE THE 
ADJECTIVES AGREE WITH THE 
NOUN

le pain (bread)
le poisson (fish)
le fromage (cheese)
le beurre (butter)

le lait (milk)
le café (coffee)
le thé (tea)
le cola (coke)
le sucre (sugar)
le jambon (ham)
le chocolat chaud

(hot chocolate)
la pomme (apple)
la viande (meat)
la confiture (jam)
la glace (ice-cream)
les haricots verts

(green beans)
les légumes

(vegetables)
les frites (chips)

les chips (crisps)
les epinards (spinach)
l’oeuf (egg)
l’eau (water)

Food and Drink
FRENCH

€
Quand est-ce que tu 

manges?

When do you eat?

Le petit déjeuner Breakfast
Le déjeuner Lunch
Le goûter Snack
Le dîner Evening meal/tea

AU RESTAURANT IN THE RESTAURANT
Qu'est-ce que vous voulez 

manger? Est-ce que je peux 

vous aider?

What  would you like to eat? 

Can I help you?

Comme entrée For the starter
Comme plat principal For the main
Comme dessert For dessert
Comme boisson For drinks
Je voudrais I would like
Manger/boire To eat/ to drink
Je prends… I’ll take (have)
Un serveur/ une serveuse A waiter/ waitress
L’addition s’il vous plaît The bill, please
Le pourboire The tip
C’est tout That’s all
Merci Thank you

DANS LE MARCHÉ/ 

SUPERMARCHÉ
IN THE MARKET / 

SUPERMARKET
Tu voudrais…? Would you like…?
Un paquet de A packet of
Un litre de A litre of
Un kilo de A kilo of
Un demi kilo de Half a kilo of
Une bouteille de A bottle of 

C’est combien ? How much?

dix 10

vingt 20

vingt et un 21

trente 30

trente et un 31

quarante 40

cinquante 50

soixante 60

soixante-et-un 61

soixante-dix 70

soixante-onze 71

quatre-vingt 80

quatre-vingt-deux 82

quatre-vingt-dix 90

quatre-vingt-douze 92

cent 100

deux cents 200



Content: In this project you will develop knowledge of: what makes a memorable character/creature and learn 

different artists drawing styles.

Understand- what inspired artists to create their work and how to explain what makes it successful.

Develop skills- drawing, shading, painting, and 3D media to create 3 dimensional shapes and show the influence 

of other artists in your own work and presentation of a final outcome.

Outcome- An original creature inspired by one or multiple artists which you have looked at over the course of 

the module. 

Quentin Blake

A

R

T

I

S

T

S

Paride BertolinJohn Kenn Mortensen
Tim Burton
Known for pioneering goth 

culture in the American film 

industry, Burton is revered for  

his fantasy and gothic style 

which can been seen in both 

the Films he produces and his  

Illustrations

Keywords:

Mytholog ical -
s o mething that i s 
f i cti tious (made up) o r 
i m aginary. Often found 
i n  m ythology and 
fa bles .

Typography -  arranging 
l e tters  and text in a 
w a y that makes the 
co p y legible, clear, and 
vi s ually appeal ing to 
th e  reader.

Surrealism-i s an art 
s tyle that focuses on 
i m agination and dream 

l i ke images.  

Anthropomorphism -  i s 
g i ving h uman 
ch a racteristics  to 
a n imals or objects

Assessment:
(D) Demonstrate a
deepening-
knowledge, understanding 
and skills
(O+)On Track- Demonstrate 
some-
knowledge, understanding 
and skills
(O-)On Track- Demonstrate 
some-
knowledge, understanding 
and skills
(Y)Yet to be on Track-
developing  some-
knowledge, understanding  
and skills
(A)Earlier Stage -mini mal
knowledge, understanding 
and skills

Analysis
All artist research pages should be

annotated Artwork-
Artist name

• Describe the work-what does it look

like? Use the formal elements i.e.
colour, line etc.

• What techniques/materials were used?
• What is your opinion of the work? How

is it relevant to your own idea?

Sentence starters
I like/dislike the way the artist 
has used…because
I think the colour scheme used is effective 
because…
I think the artist has been inspired
by…because

Evaluation of Your Artwork-
What inspired you to create the piece?
What techniques did you use and why?
What does it mean to you?
How is it relevant to your idea?

Sentence starters
The technique I have used is…
The skill/technique I found most difficult
was…because…

I think my work is successful because…

Year 8 Art 
Creatures & Characters

Katie McCan Ray Harryhausen



Pitch This is how high or low a performer makes their voice when playing different roles. Pitch can show the age, gender and mood of the character.

Accent This informs the audience where you are from e.g. cockney accent from East London.

Diction This is how clearly you speak using enunciation and pronunciation.

Volume This is how loud you speak, this could be from a stage whisper to shouting.

Emphasis This is when a performer puts extra focus on a word or words within a sentence to make a point, this can be done by elongating, speaking louder or changing the tone 

of your voice.
Intonation This is varying your voice so that it goes up and done, this help the fluency of your speech and helps the audience stay enga ged with your dialogue.

Projection This is speaking with strength. Opening your mouth wider creates a bigger projection.

Dialect This is similar to speaking with an accent except it is more specific i.e. it tells the audience what region you are from e.g . London.

Tone This is showing the mood that your character is feeling e.g. happy, sad, excited, frustrated etc.

Received 

Pronunciation

This is when you speak with a posh accent, taking care to enunciate each letter in every word. Performers use the front of their mouths when they are delivering their 

dialogue to give a nasal sound.
Enunciation This is how well a performer speaks e.g. good enunciation means sounding out every letter in every word.

Pronunciation This is the accent or mood you speak a line of dialogue with e.g. speaking English with a French accent.

Pace This is how fast or slow a performer speaks. A character who is tired or bored may speak with a slow pace compared with a happy, excited character who will speak with 

a fast pace.

Developing Vocal Skills
Knowledge and understanding of how to use the voice to achieve a variety of effects, characters and 

geographical places.

To develop the ability to control their voice in performance and in everyday life
• To empathise with characters different from themselves

• To challenge self-consciousness by stepping out of your comfort zone

Key Words Definition
15 Scene A section of a play/act
16 Dialogue Speech
17 Duologue Two people speaking
18 Performance A showcase 
19 Improvise Creating a piece of unscripted 

work
20 Script Written dialogue
22 Audience Spectators
23 Character A person who you play in role
24 Rehearsal Practicing a scene/performance

Year 8 Drama -Voice



Year 8 Drama
Vocal and Physical Skills

Proscenium Arch

In The Round

Thrust

Traverse
Stage Positioning

Monologue: A speech spoken 
or presented by an individual 

character in a play often 
directed to another character 

or to the audience

Soliloquy: A single character 
expressing their own thoughts 

to themselves regardless of 
other actors and audience

Duologue: 
Performance of an 

interactive 
conversation between 

two characters



Equipment
Sensory

Staple Foods 

Carbohydrates and Sugar 

World Food 
Technology Year 8  

Wooden 
Spoon

Mixing Bowl 

Sharp Knife
Vegetable/brown
Chopping Board

Colander

Container

Raw meat/Red
Chopping Board

Sauce 
Pan

Muffin/cake 
Tin

Ingredients origins: You will learn about staple foods and where 
our food come from. You will learn about how their grown and 
transported around the world and the impact this has. 

Appearance
Appetising, attractive, clear, cold, colourful, crumbly, 
dry, fattening, fresh, greasy, hot, moist, soggy, tasty.

Smell/Taste
Acid, bitter, bland, burnt, creamy, dry, fatty, old, salty, sharp, 
soggy, sour, spicy, stale, sweet, watery, wet, tangy, tasteless, 

tasty, undercooked.

Texture
Airy, brittle, chewy, cold, greasy, gritty, hard, hot, juicy, lumpy, 
mushy, powdery, rubbery, slimy, smooth, soft, soggy, springy,  
sticky, Stiff, stringy, tender, thick, thin, tough, watery, warm.Apron

Food Miles are the distance over 
which a food item has travelled 
from producer to consumer.



Hygiene: The 4 C’s:

World Food Technology 
Year 8 

HACCP

Nutritional impact:

Cleaning – surfaces, equipment and personal; to 
make sure bacteria is cleaned away
Cooking – To cook and make food more edible also 

killing bacteria. 
Chilling – to keep food fresh stop it from perishing, 
stop bacteria from multiplying/growing.
Cross contamination – to stop foreign objects and 
different bacteria's crossing between 

ingredients/foods

Nutrient Role in the body Food Example

Carbo-
hydrate

The main source of 
energy for the body

Bread, rice, 
pasta, potatoes

Protein Provides the body 
with growth and 

repair. 

Meat, poultry, 
beans, eggs, 
lentils, tofu, fish

Fat Provides the body 
with insulation and 

protects vital organs.
Provides essential 
fatty acids for the 

body. 

Butter, oil, 
cheese, cream, 
nuts, oily fish, 
crisps

Macronutrients Fat, Protein, 

Carbohydrate required in large amounts in the 

diet and have a larger impact on your body. 

Nutrient Role in the body Food Example

Vitamin
A

The skin and body lining. 
Also, normal vision and 

immune system 

Dairy, dark green veg
and orange fruit.

Vitamin
D

For absorbing calcium and 
phosphorus for health 

bones.

Sun, oil fish, eggs and 
meat.

Vitamin
E

Its an antioxidant that 
protects cells against 

damage and stress

All Vegetables, 
vegetable  oil, seeds

Vitamin
C

Its an antioxidant that also 
helps with body tissue and 

healing.

Fruits especially citrus. 
Green veg and 
tomatoes.

Vitamin
K

Essential to blood clotting 
(making scabs)

Green veg, meat, oils 
and cereals

Iron Red blood cell transporting 
oxygen around the body .

Meat, beans, nuts, fish, 
whole grains and dark 
green veg

Calcium Bones, teeth, nerves and 
muscles. Also helps 

clotting

Dairy, green veg, soya 
beans and bread.

Why seasonal food?

▪Foods are usually 

harvested when they are at 
their peak and typically 

have the most flavour and 

nutrients, so the food tends 

to be tastier, healthier and 

better for the environment.

▪Take a look at the seasons 

to see when different foods 

are at their best.

What is fair trade? 
Fair trade is a way to connect disadvantaged 
farmers and workers with consumers, promote 
fairer trading conditions and empower farmers and 
workers to combat poverty, strengthen their 
position and take more control over their l ives.



Target Market

The Target market is the group of 
people you will aim your product at.

This enables the design to make 
better design decisions by focusing 
on who would by it and what their 
needs are: Examples 

Children (3-5yrs) – Bright colours, 
small to fit into their hands, safe 
smooth edges…..

Teenagers

The Elderly 

Disabled 

Vacuum forming

Specification:
A Specification is a list of 
requirements, standards or things
a product must include. 
It should consider the:
Function – What it does
Aesthetics – What it looks like
Materials – Suitability for task
Safety – Not hurt the user
Customer – ‘target market’ needs

Design Technology Year 8 
Interactive Game project

The mould is made from MDF (Medium Density Fibreboard).

The mould is placed on the bed of the vacuum former and 
is lowered.

The MDF mould is then brought up so that the HIPs and 
the vacuum is switched on the plastic takes the shape of 

the mould.

The HIPS plastic then becomes pliable. 

A heater is then applied onto the HIPS plastic.

The HIPS plastic is secured onto the vacuum former.



Tool 

Types

What is a  Analysis?
Analysis means studying how well a product 

or material, does its job: 
“Finding what a product does and how well 

it does.”

What is CAD:

Computer Aided Design

Is using a computer to develop, 

show or create a design. This 

can be 3D which means you 

can turn and get a realistic 

view from all sides. This means 

that the design can be changed 
and developed easily. These 

images can also be emailed 

and sent to manufactures, 

machines or clients. 

Bench Vice

Drill Bits

Disc Sander

Wooden 

Mallet

PVA Glue

Tenon Saw

Screwdriver

Design Technology Year 8 
Interactive game

Wood screws

Soldering is a permanent joint, it holds 
Components in place on a circuit board. The 
soldering iron heats solder up to 185 °C degrees.  
Solder is an alloy and is a mixture of tin and Lead. 
Solder also contains flux to ensure the join is 
clean for the best conductivity. 

What is 
soldering?

Fire      rolling ball   lands in score

Feet push    Gear drive the     Bike
 peddle         wheels       moves forward

 

Push the      Heats up   Toast pops up!
 button   



Textiles play a hugely important role in many cultures.
People in different parts of the world have developed their own techniques for creating textiles, 
which are often unique to their own culture and tradition. They often incorporate elements of 
the country and people who live there. Some textiles have signature patterns, some have hidden 
meanings, some tell a story, and many have a role to play in a country’s traditions.

Textiles Year 8 – Culture Cushions

Stitch Dials 

Presser Foot 

Thread Holder 

Hand wheel 

Reverse button 

Sewing Machine Driving 
Test

Grainline



Design Brief A design brief is the statement a client gives to a designer outlining what they want their product to be like, e.g. 'Design a drinks 
bottle holder for use while riding a bicycle'.

Mood board Mood boards are an arrangement of images and text whichare intended to inspire a project or concept.

Client Profile A client profile is a summary of a specific customer and summarises key information about them, for example, what their likes and 
dislikes are.

ACCESSFM Aesthetics, Customer, Cost, Environment, Size, Safety, Function 

Hand Applique Applique is a hand stitching technique in which one or more pieces of fabric are attached to a larger background fabric to create pictures 
or patterns.

Machine Applique Machine applique is a sewing technique in which one or more pieces offabric are sewn to a larger background fabric to create pictures 
or patterns using a sewing machine.

Block Print Block printing is the process of printing patterns. This is done by engraving shapes and patterns into foam, wooden blocks, or lino, and 
then adding fabricpaint to the block and pressing it onto fabric.

Fabric Crayons Fabric crayons are used to draw andcolour designs onto fabric. The design is then fixed to the fabric by ironing it.

Seam Allowance A seam allowance is the distance between the edge of the stitch line and the edge of the fabric. This is usually between 1cm – 1.5cm 
wide. 

Right Sides Together When a sewing instruction is to sew your pieces of fabric together ‘right sides together’, this means that the sides of fabric that you 
want to see when the project is finished, are facing together when you sewing them. 

Textiles Year 8 – Key words and definitions 



Blues Key Terms
12 Bar Blues – Blues chord sequence
Bass line – low repeating pattern
Walking Bass – A bassline that keeps moving 
often walking up and down in pitch
Chord – 2 or more notes played together
Improvisation - Making it up as you go along
Melody – the main tune of the music
Blues Scale – A set of notes used in Blues
Lyrics – the words of the song
Rhythm – The combination of long and short 
notes
Depressed – Sad feelings
Oppressed – dominated by other people
Slave Trade – the period of time where the 
buying and selling of slaves was typical.

Y8 Music
How has Music narrated 
the struggle for equality?

BLUES SCALE ON C

12-Bar Blues 
Chord Sequence
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